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FICTION

Harry Potter and the Cursed Child
J.K. Rowling
9780751565362 €9.50 ____
Warner

Late Show
Michael Connelly
9781409147534 €16.99 ____
Orion

Swing Time
Zadie Smith
9780141036601 €10.50 ____
Penguin

Whistler
John Grisham
9781444791099 €9.50 ____
Hodder

The Eighth Story. Nineteen Years Later.
Based on an original new story by J.K.
Rowling. Now available in PB

Renee Ballard works the night shift in
Hollywood, beginning many
investigations but ﬁnishing none as each
morning she turns her cases over to day
shift detectives. A once up-and-coming
detective, she's been given this beat as
punishment after ﬁling a sexual
harassment complaint against a
supervisor. But one night she catches
two cases she doesn't want to part with.

Bursting with energy, rhythm and
movement, Swing Time is Zadie
Smith's most ambitious novel yet. It is
a story about music and identity, race
and class, those who follow the dance
and those who lead it ...

The most corrupt judge in US history. A
young investigator with a secret
informant. The electrifying new thriller.

Two Nights
Kathy Reichs
9780434021123 €16.99 ____
Heinemann

My Not So Perfect Life
Sophie Kinsella
9781784160425 €9.50 _____
Transworld

Music Shop
Rachel Joyce
9780857521934 €15.50 _____
Transworld

Good Daughter
Karin Slaughter
9780008150778 €14.50 ____
Harper Collins

Sunnie has spent years running from
her past, burying secrets and building
a life in which she needs no one and
feels nothing. But a girl has gone
missing, and the family needs Sunnie's
help. Is the girl dead? Did someone
take her? If she is out there, why
doesn't she want to be found? It's
time for Sunnie to face her own
demons...

Katie Brenner has the perfect life: a ﬂat
in London, a glamorous job, and a
super-cool Instagram feed. OK, so the
truth is that she rents a tiny room with
no space for a wardrobe, has a hideous
commute to a lowly admin job, and the
life she shares on Instagram isn't really
hers.

Frank has a gift for ﬁnding his customers
the music they need to hear. When he
meets Ilsa Brauchmann, a mysterious and
beautiful woman with no ear for music,
and engaged to another man, he falls in
love. She is way above him, she will
never be his, but he will take her on a
journey through music.

Two girls are forced into the woods
at gunpoint. One runs for her life.
One is left behind...Twenty-eight
years ago, Charlotte and Samantha
Quinn's happy smalltown family life
was torn apart by a terrifying attack
on their family home. It left their
mother dead. It left their father Pikeville's notorious defence attorney
- devastated. And it left the family
fractured beyond repair.

What She Saw
Gerald Stembridge
9780062568984 €10.50 ____
Harper Collins

*Ludlow Ladies Society
Ann O’Loughlin
9781785301278 €14.50
Black & White

A taut, stylish thriller set over the
course of twenty-four hours in
Paris-perfect for fans of Chris Pavone's
The Expats and Olen Steinhauer's
The Tourist.

American Connie Carter has lost
everybody and everything dear to her.
She moves to Ludlow Hall, Wicklow,
Ireland to nurse her grieving heart and
ﬁnd answers. There, she meets Eve
and Hetty and is introduced to The
Ludlow Ladies Society. Can her hurt be
healed?

____

Chemist
Stephenie Meyer
9780751570045 €9.50 ____
Warner
In this gripping page-turner, an
ex-agent on the run from her former
employers must take one more case to
clear her name and save her life.

Chaos
Patricia Cornwell
9780008150655 €9.50 ____
Harper Collins
One summer evening in New England,
two young girls stumble upon a body.
Forensic pathologist Dr. Kay Scarpetta
arrives at the scene to ﬁnd a young
woman has been attacked with almost
superhuman force. Someone is
taunting you...Meanwhile, people
close to Scarpetta start receiving
suspicious calls. Could they be linked
to Scarpetta's anonymous cyber
stalker, Tailend Charlie?

FICTION

Ninth Grave
Stefan Ahnhem
9781784975548 €9.50 ____
Head of Zeus

Here and Gone
Haylen Beck
9781911215592 €15.50 ____
Vintage

No Man’s Land
David Baldacci
9781447277491 €9.50 ____
Macmillan

Sunday Morning Coming Down
Nicci French
9780718179670 €14.50 ____
Joseph (Michael)

The Stockholm and Copenhagen
police investigate the death of a
Danish TV star and the
disappearance of the Swedish
Attorney General. But as winter
darkens and more people die, their
investigations begin to unravel.

Audra has ﬁnally left her abusive
husband. She's taken the family car and
her young children, Sean and Louise, are
buckled up in the back. This is their
chance for a fresh start. Audra keeps to
the country roads to avoid attention and
ﬁnds herself on an empty road in Arizona,
far from home. She's looking for a safe
place to stay for the night when she spots
something in her rear-view mirror.

No Man's Land by David Baldacci is an
exciting thriller featuring special
investigator John Puller, who is
pursuing a case that will send him deep
into his own troubled past.

Psychotherapist Frieda Klein's home is
her refuge. Then she returns to ﬁnd it
has become a crime scene. Beneath
the ﬂoorboards the police have found
the body of a man she had hired to
help protect her. The message from the
killer is clear: you're mine.

How to Stop Time
Matt Haig
9781782118626 €15.50 ____
Canongate

Last Secret of the Deverills
Santa Monteﬁore
9781471135934 €14.50 ____
S&S

*Last Lost Girl
Maria Hoey
9781781998311 €9.99 ____
Poolbeg

Don’t Close Your Eyes
Holly Seddon
9781782396710 €14.50 ____
Atlantic

How to Stop Time is a wild and
bittersweet story about losing and
ﬁnding yourself, about the certainty of
change and about the lifetimes it can
take to really learn how to live.

It is 1939 and peace has ﬂourished
since the Great War ended. But much
has changed for the Deverill family and
now a new generation is waiting in the
wings. This summer discover the
dramatic conclusion to the bestselling
Deverill Chronicles.

On a perfect July evening in the hot Irish
summer of 1976, ﬁfteen-year-old newly
crowned Festival Queen, Lilly Brennan
disappears. Through the eyes of Lilly’s
younger sister Jacqueline, The Last Lost
Girl tells the story of the charged weeks
leading up Lilly’s disappearance, and the
harrowing suspicion-ﬁlled months
afterwards.

Robin and Sarah weren't the closest
of twins. They weren't even that
similar. But they loved each other
dearly. Until, in the cruellest of
domestic twists, they were taken from
one another. As their paths intersect,
something dangerous is set in motion,
leading Robin and Sarah to ﬁght for
much more than their relationship...

Sweet Little Lies
Caz Frear
9781785763359 €9.50 ____
Bonnier

It Film Tie-In
Stephen King
9781473666948 €12.99 ____
Hodder

Dark Circle
Linda Grant
9780349006789 €10.99 ____
Abacus

Tin Man
Sarah Winman
9780755390953 €15.50 ____
Headline

The new novel by the acclaimed author
of Upstairs at the Party and the
Booker-shortlisted The Clothes on Their
Backs.

It begins with a painting won in a raﬄe:
ﬁfteen sunﬂowers, hung on the wall by
a woman who believes that men and
boys are capable of beautiful things.
And then there are two boys, Ellis and
Michael, who are inseparable. And the
boys become men, and then Annie
walks into their lives, and it changes
nothing and everything.

WHAT I THOUGHT I KNEW In 1998,
Maryanne Doyle disappeared and Dad
knew something about it? Maryanne
Doyle was never seen again. WHAT I
ACTUALLY KNOW In 1998, Dad lied
about knowing Maryanne Doyle. Alice
Lapaine has been found strangled near
Dad's pub. Dad was in the local area
for both Maryanne Doyle's
disappearance and Alice Lapaine's
murder - FACT Connection?

FICTION

Valiant Gentlemen
Sabina Murray
9781611855203 €19.00 ____
Atlantic

*It Was Only Ever You
Kate Kerrigan
9781784082420 €9.50 ____
Head of Zeus

Award
Danielle Steel
9780552166171 €9.50 ____
Corgi Books

Our Souls at Night Film Tie In
Kent Haruf
9781509854110 €9.50 ____
Macmillan

In prose that is darkly humorous and
alive with detail, Valiant Gentlemen
reimagines the lives and intimate
friendships of humanitarian and Irish
patriot Roger Casement; his closest
friend, Herbert Ward; and Ward's
extraordinary wife, the ArgentinianAmerican heiress Sarita Sanford.

Set in late 1950s Ireland and New York,
the story of three women and the
charismatic man with whom their lives
are interwoven.

Gaelle de Barbet is sixteen years old in
1940, when the German army occupies
France. In a matter of months, her f
ather and brother are killed, her mother
descends into madness, and her closest
friend, Rebekah Feldmann, is sent to a
detention camp. Taking terrifying risks,
Gaelle becomes a member of the
Resistance.....

Addie Moore and Louis Waters have
been neighbours for years. Now they
both live alone, their houses empty of
family, their quiet nights solitary. Then
one evening Addie pays Louis a visit.

After She Vanished
S.A Dunphy
9781473655218 €15.50 ____
Hodder

Paradise Valley
C.J Box
9781786693198 €17.00 ____
Head of Zeus

Sleeping Beauty Killer
Mary Higgins Clark
9781471154218 €9.50 ____
S&S

Stranger in the House
Shari Lapena
9780593077412 €15.50 ____
Bantam

A chilling novel about how our
darkest fears are the ones we must
face.

Investigator Cassie Dewell's three-year
hunt for the serial killer known as 'The
Lizard King' comes to a climax.

In the third novel in the under suspicion
series, Laurie and her crew re-investigate
a woman convicted of murdering her
ﬁance.

You're waiting for your beloved
husband to get home work. You're
making dinner, looking forward to
hearing about his day. That's the last
thing you remember. You wake up in
hospital. They tell you that you were
in an accident; you lost control of
your car whilst driving in a dangerous
part of town. The police suspect you
were up to no good.

Darien: Empire of Salt
C.F. Iggulden
9780718186487 €12.50 ____
Michael Joseph

Duchess
Danielle Steel
9781509800261 €15.50 ____
Macmillan

Olive Tree
Lucinda Riley
9781509824755 €9.50 ____
Macmillan

All That She Can See
Carrie Hope Fletcher
9780751563184 €15.50 ____
Warner

DARIEN is an epic new fantasy series
of spellbinding imagination. Twelve
Families. One Throne. Welcome to
the Empire of Salt.

Danielle Steel breaks new ground as
she takes us to nineteenth-century
England, where a high-born young
woman is forced out into the
world-and begins a journey of survival,
sensuality, and long-sought justice.

A magical house. A momentous
summer. It has been twenty-four years
since a young Helena spent a magical
holiday in Cyprus, where she fell in love
for the ﬁrst time. When the now
crumbling house, 'Pandora', is left to
her by her godfather, she returns to
spend the summer there with her
family.

A story of love, food and a little bit of
magic, All That She Can See is an
enchanting and beautiful novel that's
guaranteed to be the most magical
story you'll read all year.

FICTION

Bay of Sighs
Nora Roberts
9780349407869 €9.50 ____
Abacus

*Ha’Penny Schemes
Gemma Jackson
9781781998229 €9.99 ____
Poolbeg

Modern Gods
Nick Laird
9780008257330 €12.50 ____
Harper Collins

Family Business
Muriel Bolger
9781473606685 €16.99 ____
Hodder

A dark and powerful goddess hunts for
three jewels: fallen stars that will give
her endless power. To save the world,
six friends have joined forces to stop
her. Now, on the beautiful island of
Capri, their battle continues...

In 1920’s inner city Dublin Tenements
Ivy Rose Murphy struggles to survive
and thrive in the harsh poverty stricken
environment she was born into. She is
trying to adapt to her new role as a
married woman. There are those jealous
of the improvements she has managed
to make in her life. To Ivy it seems
everyone wants a piece of her.

A powerful, thought-provoking novel
about two sisters who must reclaim
themselves after their lives are
dramatically upended.

Anne is a young barrister working in
her father's law ﬁrm. She's driven,
determined and ambitious but then
something happens which shakes her
to the core and suddenly she wonders
if the law is for her after all ...

Together
Julie Cohen
9781409171751 €15.50 ____
Orion

Then She Was Gone
Lisa Jewell
9781780896427 €15.50 ____
Cornerstone

State of Freedom
Neel Mukherjee
9781784740436 €15.50 ____
Chatto & Windus

Hearts of Men
Nickolas Butler
9781509827916 €14.50 ____
Macmillan

A poignant, surprising love story told
backwards over ﬁve decades, with a
devastating secret at its heart.

THEN - She was ﬁfteen, her mother's
golden girl. She had her whole life ahead
of her. And then, in the blink of an eye,
Ellie was gone. NOW - It's been ten years
since Ellie disappeared, but Laurel has
never given up hope of ﬁnding her
daughter. What happened to Ellie?
Where did she go? Who still has secrets
to hide?

What happens when one attempts to
exchange the life one is given for
something better? Can we transform
the possibilities we are born into? This
book prises open the central, deﬁning
events of our century - displacement
and migration - but not as you imagine
them.

The Hearts of Men is a lyrical, wise
and deeply aﬀecting novel about the
slippery deﬁnitions of right and
wrong, family and ﬁdelity, and the
redemptive power of friendship.

Do Not Become Alarmed
Maile Meloy
9780241305461 €10.50 ____
Hamilton

Horseman
Tim Pears
9781408876848 €10.99 ____
Bloomsbury

Blame
Jeﬀ Abbott
9780751557312 €17.50 ____
Warner

...One minute the children are there,
and the next they're gone. What
follows is a heart-racing story told
from the perspectives of the adults
and the children, as the distraught
parents - now turning on one another
and blaming themselves - try to
recover their children and their
shattered lives.....

From the prize-winning author of In
the Place of Fallen Leaves comes a
hypnotic pastoral novel about an
unexpected friendship between two
children, set in Devon in 1911.

From million-selling author Jeﬀ
Abbott comes his most thrilling and
emotional novel since his smash hit
debut Panic, a dangerous story of one
girl's search for justice.

Safe
Ryan Gattis
9781509843763 €14.50 ____
Macmillan
Set in LA against the backdrop of the
2008 ﬁnancial crash, this is the story
of Rudy Reyes (a.k.a. Glasses), a
gangster-turned-double-agent who
wants out of the high-stakes high-risk
life criminal life, and Ricky Mendoza,
Junior (a.k.a. Ghost), a DEA
safe-cracker with terminal cancer
who's got nothing to lose.

FICTION

Sleeping in the Ground
Peter Robinson
9781444786927 €16.99 ____
Hodder

Woman of State
Simon Berthon
9780008214371 €14.50 ____
Harper Collins

A shocking mass murder occurs at a
wedding in a small Dales church and
a huge manhunt follows. Eventually,
the shooter is run to ground and
things take their inevitable course.But
Banks is plagued with doubts as to
exactly what happened outside the
church that day, and why.

Caller
Chris Carter
9781471156328 €9.50 ____
S&S
Be careful before answering your next
call. It could be the beginning of your
worst nightmare. After a tough week,
Tanya Kaitlin is looking forward to a
relaxing night in, but as she steps out of
her shower, she hears her phone ring.

Marriage Pact
Michelle Richmond
9780718186128 €14.50 ____
Joseph Michael
Your marriage is for ever. Would you
stake your life on that? Jake believes
Alice is the perfect woman to spend the
rest of his life with. So when they're
oﬀered a mysterious wedding gift - the
chance to join a society which ensures
they'll never divorce - he doesn't hesitate
to sign the contract. Then one of them
breaks the rules.

Final Girls
Riley Sager
9781785034039 €15.50 ____
Ebury

Cast Iron: Enzo Macleod 6
Peter May
9781782062318 €9.50 ____
Quercus

Say My Name
Allegra Huston
9780008203245 €14.50 ____
Harper Collins

How to Stop Time HB
Matt Haig
9781782118619 €15.50 ____
Canongate

Each girl survived an unthinkable
horror. Now someone wants them
dead...They were the victims of
separate massacres. Three strangers
bound by similar traumas grouped
together by the press. Each one has
dark secrets.

In 1989, a killer dumped the body of
twenty-year-old Lucie Martin into a
picturesque lake in the West of France.
Fourteen years later, during a summer
heatwave, a drought exposed her
remains - bleached bones amid the
scorched mud and slime. No one was
ever convicted of her murder. But now,
forensic expert Enzo Macleod is
reviewing this stone-cold case

On meeting Micajah Burnett, the son of
an old school friend, Eve Armanton is
faced with a choice. Years of a
miserable marriage means she's as
broken as the beautiful antique violin
she's just found, and Micajah oﬀers a
spark of life, an opportunity to
reawaken her sense.

How to Stop Time is a wild and
bittersweet story about losing and
ﬁnding yourself, about the certainty
of change and about the lifetimes it
can take to really learn how to live.

Miss Jane
Brad Watson
9781509834334 €9.50 ____
Macmillan

Prince Lestat and the Realms of....
Anne Rice
9780099599364 €10.99 ____
Arrow/Vintage

Deadfall
Linda Fairstein
9781408710272 €16.99 ____
Little Brown

Hidden Room
Stella Duﬀy
9781473611238 €16.99 ____
Hodder

It is through the spirit, previously
considered benign for thousands of
vampire years and throughout the
Vampire Chronicles, that we come to
be told the hypnotic tale of a great sea
power of ancient times; a mysterious
heaven on earth situated on a
boundless continent - and of how and
why, and in what manner and with
what far-reaching purpose.

Hunting a killer within New York's
urban jungle becomes the biggest case
of Alexandra Cooper's career. The
murder investigation provides more
questions than answers, as a tangled
mess of secrets slowly comes to light.

Life is good for Laurie and Martha.
They have three great kids, a much
loved home in the countryside, and
after years of struggle, Laurie's career
as an architect is taking oﬀ at last.
Everything's perfect. Except, it isn't.
Someone is about to walk into their
happy family and tear it apart.

FICTION

Beast
Paul Kingsnorth
9780571322084 €9.50 ____
Faber & Faber

After I’ve Gone
Linda Green
9781786483034 €9.50 ____
Quercus

Beast plunges you into the world of
Edward Buckmaster, a man living
alone on a west-country moor. What
he has left behind we don't quite
know; what he faces is a battle with
himself, the elements and with the
animal he begins to see in the margins
of his vision.

On a wet Monday in January, Jess
Mount receives the devastating news
that she hasn't got long left to live. She
doesn't hear it from a doctor, though.
She discovers it when her Facebook
timeline skips forward eighteen months
and friends and family start posting
tributes to her, following her death in a
terrible and mysterious accident.

Rome Aﬀair
Karen Swan
9781509838028 €10.00 ____
Macmillan

Secrets She Keeps
Michale Robotham
9780751562774 €16.99 ____
Warner

Friend Request
Laura Marshall
9780751568332
Warner

1974 and Elena Damiani lives a gilded
life. Born to wealth and a noted
beauty, no door is closed to her, no
man can resist her. At twenty-six, she
is already onto her third husband
when she meets her love match. But
he is the one man she can never
have, and all the beauty and money
in the world can't change it.

The life she wanted wasn't hers ...The
compelling new psychological thriller that
will break your heart into tiny pieces,
from world-renowned author Michael
Robotham.

When Louise Williams receives a
message from someone left long in the
past she feels sick. Maria Weston wants
to be friends on Facebook. Because
Maria Weston has been missing for over
twenty-ﬁve years. She was last seen the
night of a school leavers' party, and the
world believes her to be dead.

Living the Dream is a sharp satire of
modern life. It features Emma, who
should be a writer (but works in
corporate advertising) and Clem, just
back in London from New York, who is
on the path to becoming a successful
screenwriter (but works in a bar and
lives with her mum). Both women
navigate the challenges of dreams and
aspirations vs. reality, of having the
guts to take a risk vs. selling out.

You Will Know Me
Megan Abbot
9781447226369 €10.00 ____
macmillan

I am Missing
Tim Weaver
9781405917841 €10.00 ____
Penguin

A mother knows best . . . doesn't she?
A breathless rollercoaster of a novel
about the desperate limits of desire,
jealousy and ambition, and Megan
Abbott's most sensational
psychological thriller yet.

When a young man wakes up bruised,
beaten and with no memory of who he
is or where he came from, the press
immediately dub him 'The Lost Man'.
Kite's last hope may be private
investigator David Raker - a seasoned
locator of missing people. But Raker
has more questions than answers.
Who is Richard Kite? Why does no one
know him?

Nicotine
Nell Zink
9780008179212 €10.50 ____
Harper Collins
From the uthor of MISLAID and THE
WALLCREEPER, a ﬁerce and
audaciously funny novel of
families-both the ones we're born
into and the ones we create-a story
of obsession, idealism, and
ownership, centered around a young
woman who inherits her bohemian
late father's childhood home.

Mothering Sunday
Rosie Goodwin
9781785762338 €9.50 ____
Bonnier
Fourteen-year-old Sunday Small has
never lived outside the Nuneaton
workhouse. The regime is cruel, and if
it weren't for Miss Beau - who comes
in every week to teach the children
their letters - and her young friend
Daisy, Sunday's life wouldn't be worth
living.But she's about to discover that,
try as she might to escape, the brutal
world of the workhouse will not let
her go without a ﬁght ...

Corpus
Rory Clements
9781785762642 €9.50 ____
Bonnier

€15.50 ____

To Kill the President
Sam Bourne
9780007413720 €9.50 ____
Harper Collins

Living the Dream
Lauren Berry
9780349008974 €16.99 ____
Abacus

FICTION

Bertie Project
Alexander McCall Smith
9780349142661 €10.99 ____
Abacus

Best Kind of People
Zoe Whittall
9781473658073 €16.99 ____
Hodder

Spoonbenders
Daryl Gregory
9781786482761 €16.99 ____
Quercus

Once more, we catch up with the
delightful goings-on in the ﬁctitious
44 Scotland Street from Alexander
McCall Smith ...

The Best Kind of People is a portrait of a
family on the brink of collapse. It gives no
easy answers, but once you stay up all
night reading it, you'll want to talk about
it with everyone you know.

Spoonbenders is the legacy and legend
of a dysfunctional, normal, entirely
unique family across three generations
of big personalities and socially inept
recluses - each cursed with the
potential of being something special.

Soot
Andrew Martin
9781472152435 €15.50 ____
Corsair

Hot Mess
Lucy Vine
9781409172208 €9.50 ____
Orion

Party
Elizabeth Day
9780008194277 €12.50 ____
Harper Collins

Children
Ann Leary
9781786491626 €9.50 ____
Atlantic

Court of Lions
Jane Johnson
9781786694348 €17.00 ____
Head of Zeus

A fresh and funny coming of age tale
with a single-girl heroine that readers
of Caitlin Moran and Lena Dunham
will love.

A gripping story of obsession and
betrayal, privilege and hypocrisy, set in
the unassailable heart of the British
establishment.

The charming, captivating and
ultimately heart-breaking story of a
wealthy - but entirely unconventional family.

Sometimes at the lowest points in your
life, fate will gift you chance. A golden
thread of love links the ﬁfteenth and
twenty-ﬁrst centuries.

*Langrishe Go Down
Aidan Higgins
9781786695208 €11.50 ____
Head of Zeus

Hold Back the Stars
Katie Khan
9781784161774 €10.00 ____
Transworld

Wish Child
Catherine Chidget
9781784741112 €16.20 ____
Chatto & Windus

Best Laid Plans
Kathy Lette
9780593071366 €16.20 ____
Bantam

Imogen Langrishe, the youngest of
four sisters, embarks on a reckless
love aﬀair with a charismatic and
indigent German scholar. Her family's
name has long been a byword for
money, status and respectability in
Celbridge, County Kildare, but the
world is now changing.

“We're going to be ﬁne." He looks
around, but there's nothing out here:
nothing but the bottomless black
universe on their left, the Earth
suspended in glorious technicolour to
their right. Carys and Max have ninety
minutes of air left. None of this was
supposed to happen...

Germany, 1939. Two children watch as
their parents become immersed in the
puzzling mechanisms of power. Siggi
lives in the aﬄuent ignorance of
middle-class Berlin, her father a censor
who excises prohibited words
('promise', 'love', 'mercy').

TO DO LIST. Buy hummus; Pay Pilates
teacher; Find prostitute for son...When
it comes to sex, even the best laid
plans come unstuck - in the stickiest
way possible.

FICTION

Under the Sun
Lottie Moggach
9781509815586 €16.20 ____
Macmillan

Arminius: Limits of Empire
Robert Fabbri
9781782397014 €9.50 ____
Atlantic

Playing with Death
Simon Scarrow
9781472213433 €17.99 ____
Headline

Hanging Tree
Ben Aaronovitch
9780575132573 €10.99 ____
Gollancz

Gripping, poignant, witty and
brilliantly observed, Under the Sun is
an unforgettable novel about
heartbreak, identity, migration and
ﬁnding a place to call home.

A stunning stand-alone Roman epic
historical from the author of the
bestselling Vespasian series.

From Sunday Times bestselling author
Simon Scarrow, writing with Lee Francis,
comes a gripping contemporary thriller
that confronts us with our darkest fears
about the modern age, while reminding
us that the battle with evil is timeless...

The sixth outing for PC Peter Grant in
this bestselling series sees him back in
London and facing up to the terrifying
legacy of London's hangings.

Darkness Within
Lisa Stone
9780008236694 €9.50 ____
Harper Collins

Walk in Silence
John Gordon Sinclair
9780571326631 €14.50 ____
Faber & Faber

Last Place You Looked
Kristen Lepionka
9780571334759 €9.50 ____
Faber & Faber

Disciples
Austin Wright
9781786492159 €10.50 ____
Atlantic

A gripping new crime novel from the
global bestseller Cathy Glass writing as
Lisa Stone You know your son better
than anyone. Don't you?

Keira Lynch is a lawyer who's used to
trouble, but she's only just landed in
Albania, and already, she's neck deep.
She thought money would help her
ﬁnd the boy, in an underworld where
bribes are as common as bent cops,
but his kidnappers want something
else.

Sarah Cook, a beautiful blonde
teenager disappeared ﬁfteen years ago,
the same night her parents were
brutally murdered in their suburban
Ohio home. Her boyfriend Brad
Stockton - black and from the wrong
side of the tracks - was convicted of the
murders and sits on death row, though
he always maintained his innocence.

From the author of the lost masterpiece, Tony and Susan, comes a deeply
intelligent and utterly thrilling novel
about a kidnapped baby, a religious
cult, and our collective need for gurus
and gods, whether sacred or profane.

Telling Time
Austin Wright
9781786492135 €10.50 ____
Atlantic

Fall of Lisa Bellow
Susan Perabo
9781471163401 €9.50 ____
S&S

Watching You
Arne Dahl
9781911215509 €16.20 ____
Vintage

Betrayals
Fiona Neill
9781405923453 €10.00 ____
Penguin

As a college president, Thomas
Westerly, 72, was a paragon of virtue, a
crusader for everything from civil rights
to ecology. Now, as he lies dying
surrounded by his children, he asks
them to go through his papers and
destroy anything deemed embarrassing.
As they leaf through his diaries and
records, they discover scandals,
neuroses and deviance.

A schoolgirl is abducted in broad
daylight; a fellow student and witness
to the crime is left to deal with the
tragedy in an unforgettable way.

Someone is watching. At each a
bandoned crime scene there's a hidden
clue: a tiny metal cog, almost invisible to
the naked eye. Someone is sending
Detective Sam Berger a message, and
that someone knows that only he will
understand the cryptic trail. Someone
knows.

When Rosie Rankin's best friend has an
aﬀair with her husband, the
consequences reverberate down
through the lives of two families.
Relationships are torn apart.
Friendships shattered. And childish
innocence destroyed.

FICTION

Obelisk
Stephen Baxter
9781473212763 €12.25 ____
Gollancz

Gather the Daughters
Jennie Melamed
9781472241719 €17.99
Headline

A remarkable collection of short
ﬁction from one of our greatest SF
authors, including two brand new
short stories. This collection contains
stories set in the universe of the
bestselling duology PROXIMA and
ULTIMA, which expand on the
characters and worlds of that series.

Gather the Daughters tells the story of
an end-of-the-world cult founded years
ago when ten men colonised an island.
It's a society in which men reign
supreme, breeding is controlled, and
knowledge of the outside world is kept
to a minimum. Girls are wives-in
training: at the ﬁrst sign of puberty,
they must marry and have children.

____

Legion of Flame
Anthony Ryan
9780356506418 €16.99 ____
Orbit

Star Wars: Inferno Squad
Christie Golden
9781780894836 €17.50 ____
Cornerstone

The Legion of Flame is the action
packed second novel in the Draconis
Memoria series - an enthralling epic
fantasy of magic, adventure and the
furious battle to forge an empire.

Set in the aftermath of Rogue One: A
Star Wars Story, this action-packed
prequel to Battlefront II introduces the
Empire's elite force: Inferno Squad.

Blood Mirror
Brent Weeks
9780356504636 €12.25 ____
Orbit

Blackwing
Ed McDonald
9781473222014 €15.50 ____
Gollancz

The Blood Mirror is the action-packed
fourth novel in the Lightbringer series by
international bestseller Brent Weeks.

The republic faces annihilation, despite
the vigilance of Galharrow's
Blackwings. When a raven tattoo rips
itself from his arm to deliver a
desperate message, Galharrow and a
mysterious noblewoman must
investigate a long dead sorcerer's
legacy.

NON FICTION

*I Found My Tribe
Ruth Fitzmaurice
9781784741471 €15.50 ____
Chatto & Windus
Ruth's tribe are her lively children and
her ﬁlm-maker husband, Simon, who
has Motor Neurone Disease and can
only communicate with his eyes.
Ruth's other 'tribe' are the friends
who gather at the cove in Greystones,
Co Wicklow, and regularly throw
themselves into the freezing cold
water, just for kicks.

The New Laundrymen
Jeﬀrey Robinson
9781471161384 €14.50
S&S

____

Twenty-ﬁve years after his bestselling
book on the dark world of dirty ﬁnance
around the globe, Jeﬀrey Robinson
unearths corruption and greed on a far
bigger scale in the 21st-century

Fall Down Seven Times Get Up Eight
Naoki Higashuda
9781444799088 €17.99 ____
Hodder

*Irelands Ancient East
Carsten Krieger
9781847178121 €14.99 ____
O’Brien Press

Part memoir, part critique of a world
that sees disabilities ahead of disabled
people, it opens a window into the mind
and world of an autistic, non-verbal
young adult, providing remarkable
insights into autism in general.

Take a photographic journey along
Ireland’s Ancient East, the oﬃcial
Bord Failte route, with this
sumptuous book of 200
photographs, maps and quotations.

The Girl Who Escaped Isis
Farida Khalaf
9781784702755 €10.99 ____
Vintage

A Woman Ahead of Her Time
Jeremy Dronﬁeld
9781786071194 €12.25 ____
Oneworld

*No Way Out
Isadore Ryan
9781781174876 €19.99 ____
Mercier Press

The Riviera Set
Mary S. Lovell
9780349139890 €12.99 ____
Abacus

This is a story of incredible courage in
the face of unthinkable atrocity. As the
battle against ISIS continues to ravage
the Middle East, The Girl Who Escaped
Isis provides an astonishing perspective
on this very terrifying global threat.

This is the amazing tale of Margaret
Anne Bulkley, the young woman who
broke the rules of Georgian society to
become one of the most respected
surgeons of the century.

The compelling experiences of many of
the 2,000 Irish people, ranging from
bohemian writers and artists to
governesses nuns and priests, who
were trapped in occupied France
during the Second World War.

Mary Lovell tells her story of high society
behaviour with tremendous brio and
relish, and this book has all the charm
and fascination of her bestselling The
Mitford Girls and The Churchills.

Timekeepers
Simon Garﬁeld
9781782113218 €10.99 _____
Canongate

The Pressure Principle
Dr. Dave Alred
9780241975084 €11.50 ____
Hamilton

Sugar
James Walvin
9781472138101 €17.99 _____
Corsair

Wolf Boys
Dan Slater
9781760291488 €10.50 ____
Atlantic

Timekeepers is a book about our
obsession with time and our desire to
measure it, control it, sell it, ﬁlm it,
perform it, immortalise it and make it
meaningful. It has two simple
intentions: to tell some
illuminating stories, and to ask
whether we have all gone completely
nuts.

From cultivating a no-limits mindset to
unleashing the performance-enhancing
powers of language, THE PRESSURE
PRINCIPLE will help you produce your
best in work and at home. Read it and
you'll never miss a shot again.

Walvin's book is the heir to Sidney
Mintz's Sweetness and Power, a
brilliant sociological account, but now
thirty years old. In addition, the
problem of sugar, and the consequent
intellectual and political debate about
the role of sugar, has been totally
transformed in the years since that
book's publication.

Wolf Boys is the intimate and vivid
story of the 'lobos': teens turned into
pawns for cartels. A non-ﬁction
thriller, it reads with the emotional
clarity of a great novel, yet oﬀers its
revelations through extraordinary
reporting.

NON FICTION

The Angry Chef
Anthony Warner
9781786072160 €16.20 ____
Oneworld

Fifty Things That Made the Modern ....
Tim Harford
9781408709122 €17.99 ____
Little Brown

The Little Book of Tidying
Beth Penn
9781856753692 €7.50 ____
Gaia Books

Adversary
Emmanuel Carrere
9781784705800 €11.20 ____
Vintage

Never before have we had so much
information available to us about food
and health. There’s GAPS, paleo,
detox, gluten-free, alkaline, the sugar
conspiracy, clean eating...
Unfortunately, a lot of it is not only
wrong but actually harmful. So why
do so many of us believe this bad
science?

Fifty Inventions that Shaped the Modern
Economy paints the epic picture of
economic change in an intimate way, by
telling the stories of tools and ideas that
had far-reaching and unexpected
consequences.

Grounded in solid science and bursting
with invaluable tools, activities and
strategies, this little book will empower
you to discard what you no longer need,
regain control of your surroundings and
create a happier and more fulﬁlling life.

With these chilling ﬁrst words,
acclaimed master of psychological
suspense Emmanuel Carrère begins
his exploration of the double life of a
respectable doctor, eighteen years of
lies, ﬁve murders, and the extremes to
which ordinary people can go.

Pablo Escobar
Juan Pablo Escobar
9781785035142 €11.20 ____
Ebury

A Woman Looking at Men Looking at...
Siri Hustvedt
9781473638907 €12.25 ____
Hodder

Flesh and Blood
Stephen McGann
9781471163975 €14.50 ____
S&S

Reading With Patrick
Michelle Kuo
9781447286059 €18.70 ____
Macmillan

Until now, we believed that
everything had been said about the
rise and fall of the most infamous
drug lord of all time, from books to
ﬁlm to the cult series ‘Narcos’. But
these versions have always been told
from the outside, never from the
intimacy of his own home. Now, more
than two decades after the
full-ﬂedged manhunt ﬁnally caught up
with Escobar, his son brings us the
dramatic truth as never before.

In this trilogy of works collected in a
single volume, Hustvedt brings a
feminist, interdisciplinary perspective to
a range of subjects. Louise Bourgeois,
Pablo Picasso, Susan Sontag and Knut
Ove Knausgaard are among those who
come under her scrutiny.

A uniquely personal and insightful delve
into one man's family history, as seen
through the prism of two-hundred years
of medicine in the British Isles.

A memoir of race, inequality and the
power of literature told through the
life-changing friendship between an
idealistic young teacher and her gifted
student who was jailed for murder in
the Mississippi Delta.

You Can’t Win Anything With Kids
Gavin Newsham
9781472946935 €12.50_____
Bloomsbury

Big Pig Little Pig
Jacqueline Yallop
9780241261415 €18.70___
Hamilton

No Filter
Grace Victory
9781472247711 €17.99 _____
Headline

Four Princes
John Julius Norwich
9781473632981 €12.25 ____
Hodder

For this unique gift title, the history
of the Premier League is told through
the words and quotations of its
players, managers, their
contemporaries and the media.

At its heart, this book is a love story,
exploring the increasing attachment of the
author for her particular pigs, and
celebrating the enduring closeness of
humans and pigs over the centuries.

Award-winning vlogger, TV presenter and
body-positive internet queen Grace
Victory is well known for her open
honesty. Here, in No Filter, she shares her
inspirational story and her wealth of
advice and experience on problems that
all young people face, including topics
that are perceived taboo.

With a cast list that extends from
Leonardo da Vinci to Barbarossa, and
from Joanna the Mad to le roi
grand-nez, John Julius Norwich oﬀers
the perfect guide to the most colourful
century the world has ever known and
brings the past to unforgettable life.

NON FICTION

I Am Duran
Roberto Duran
9781509802197 €11.20 ____
Macmillan

Jose Mourinho
Robert Beasley
9781782438342
O’Mara

The Autobiography of Robert Duran.
From the mean streets of Panama to
the bright lights of Las Vegas, blazing
a trail through the golden decade of
boxing, Duran, in unﬂinching form,
dispels myths and lays bare the cost
of conquering the world.

Sons and Soldiers
Bruce Henderson
9780008180485 €17.00 ____
Harper Collins

Evelyn Waugh
Philip Eade
9781780224862 €12.99 ____
Orion

We Crossed a Bridge and it ...
Wendy Pearlman
9780062654618 €22.00 ____
Harper Collins

The gripping biography of one of the
most successful managers in the game,
José Mourinho, giving a rare insight into
Mourinho the man as well as Mourinho
the manager. Updated to include the full
2016-17 season.

Fifty years after his death, Philip Eade
draws on extensive unpublished sources
to paint a fresh and compelling portrait
of this endlessly fascinating man, telling
the full story of his dramatic, colourful
and frequently bizarre life.

Reminiscent of the work of Nobel
Prize winner Svetlana Alexievich, an
astonishing collection of intimate
wartime testimonies and poetic
fragments from a cross-section of
Syrians whose lives have been
transformed by revolution, war, and
ﬂight.

Optimism Over Despair
Noam Chomsky
9780241981979 €7.50 ____
Hamilton

Abandoned

€10.99

____

9781785035517 €16.20 ____
Ebury

Adapt
Amina Khan
9781786492272 €14.50 ____
Atlantic

The story of young German Jews who
escaped the Nazis, most often
without their families, only to return
a few years later to war-torn Europe
as members of an elite secret U.S.
Army unit.

An essential overview of the problems
of our world today -- and how we should
prepare for tomorrow -- from the
world's leading public intellectual

More immersive than a museum and
more human that a lecture, abandoned
photography has given the world an
exciting way to look at our history and
the places we have long neglected.

An entertaining eulogy to the power
of evolution, this captivating book is a
must read for anyone with an interest
in design, nature and technology.

Little Book of Big Weightloss
Bernadette Fisers
9780593079423 €9.99 _____
Bantam

*Tea and Talk PB
Alice Walsh
9781847179623 €12.99 ____
O’Brien Press

*Red Rover, Red Rover
Kunak McGann
9781847179463 €14.99 _____
O’Brien Press

*Kerry the Beautiful Kingdom
John Wesson
9781847179302 €24.99____
O’Brien Press

Based on a simple set of 31 food and
lifestyle 'rules', this inspiring book is
packed with invaluable tips and
strategies and provides a fresh, 'can
do' approach to dieting and
sustainable health beneﬁts.

A stunning photographic collection of
the places, people, traditions and
lifestyles of Kerry. This book covers
the whole county: North Kerry, the
Dingle Peninsula, Blasket Islands, Ring
of Kerry, Killarney, and Skellig Islands

NON FICTION

*Pawns: Ireland’s War of ..
Brian Gallagher
9781847178930 €8.99 ____
O’Brien Press

*Michael Collins Most Wanted Man
Vincent McDonnell
9781848893191 €5.99 ____
Collins Press

In Search of Poetry
Richard Murphy
9780995559141 €21.90 ____

NGI Diary 2018
NGI
9780717178995 €19.99 ____
Gill

CHILDRENS

There’s a Snake in My School
David Walliams
9780008172763 €10.50 ____
Harper Collins

Where’s Horrid Henry?
Francesca Simon
9781510101296 €8.25 ____
Orion Childrens

Kiki and Bobo’s Super Surprise
Yasmeen Ismail
9781406361506 €12.50 ____
Walker

Dog Man Adventures of Dog Man
Dav Pilkey
9781407140391 €9.50 ____
Scholastic

From Number One bestselling
picture book duo, David Walliams
and Tony Ross, comes this
ssssspectacularly funny picture book
for children of 3 and up.

A fun-packed full colour Horrid Henry
picture book with illustrated scenes,
stuffed with tricky things to search for
and find.

Meet Kiki and Bobo, the lively stars of
this hilarious lift-the-flap story, perfect
for very young children, about a very
special day.

This is the first in a new, full colour
comic book style series from the
creator of Captain Underpants.

Giant’s Necklace PB
Michael Morpurgo
9781406373493 €7.99 ____
Walker

Dragon Rider Griffin’s Feather
Cornelia Funke
9781911077886 €7.99 ____
Chicken House

Land of Stories Book 6
Chris Colfer
9781510201347 €15.50 ____
Little Brown

Dare to Fall
Estelle Maskame
9781785301087 €9.50 ____
Black & White

A tense and thrilling ghost story
from the internationally acclaimed
author of War Horse.

Pointless Book 3
Alfie Deyes
9781911274834 €11.50 ____
Bonnier Books

Finally, the conclusion to The Land of
Stories series featuring fan favorites,
Mother Goose, Queen Red Riding
Hood, Alex, Conner, and many more.

We the Unicorns
Unicorns
9781783703982 €10.50 ____
Unicorns
Take a tour through the wonderful world
of YouTube with this book as your guide
and discover interesting debate pieces,
hilarious quizzes, interviews, lists,
articles and much more.

Official Pokemon Sticker Book
Pokemon
9781408352267 €6.20 ____
Orchard
Gotta catch 'em all! The ultimate
sticker scenes book for Pokémon fans
everywhere

Dork Diaries Frenemies Forever
Rachel Rennee Russell
9781471158049 €7.99 ____
S&S
Nikki Maxwell, Queen of the Dorks, is
back in the eleventh instalment of the
bestselling series!

CHILDRENS

Chase
Linwood Barclay
9781510102194 €8.25 ____
Orion Childrens

The Bolds on Holiday
Julian Clary
9781783445202 €8.70 ____
Trans

Horrid Henry Summer Fun
Francesca Simon
9781510102163 €8.25 ____
Orion Childrens
Join Henry for a scorching summer as he
does what he does best - causes
mischief! Featuring hilarious stories,
plus totally awesome puzzles and
summer jokes.

Get ready to run . . . an edge-ofyour-seat thriller with bite from
international bestselling author
Linwood Barclay, in his first novel
for 9-12 year olds.

My Evil Twin is a Supervillain
David Solomons
9780857639561 €8.25 ____
Nosy Crow

Space Runners : The Moon Platoon
Jeramey Kraatz
9780008226404 €7.99 ____
Harper Collins

My Evil Twin Is a Supervillain' is the
third installment of Luke's
laugh-out-loud adventures.

An action-packed, high-stakes new
adventure series for fans of Rick Riordan
and STAR WARS.

No Filter
Orlagh Collins
9781408884515 €9.50 ____
Bloomsbury
The fresh, funny and poignant debut
novel from Orlagh Collins, a bright new
voice in YA fiction. Authentic, down to
earth and sweepingly romantic all at
once, No Filter is perfect for fans of John
Green, Rainbow Rowell and Stephen
Chbosky's The Perks of Being a
Wallflower.

Forever Geek
Holly Smale
9780007574667 €7.99 ____
Harper Collins
So on the trip of a lifetime Down Under
Harriet’s to-do lists are gone and it’s
Nat’s time to shine! Yet with nearly-notquite-boyfriend Jasper back home,
Harriet’s completely unprepared to see
supermodel ex Nick. Is the fashion world
about to turn ugly for GEEK GIRL?

Escape from Mr Lemoncello’s....
Chris Grabenstein
9780141387666 €8.70 ____
Penguin Books

Nemesis
Brendan Reichs
9781509860302 €9.50 ____
Macmillan
It’s been happening since Min was
eight. Every two years, on her birthday,
the same man finds her and murders
her in cold blood. But hours later she
wakes up in a clearing just outside her
hometown – alone, unhurt, and with all
evidence of the crime erased.

Kid Normal
Greg James
9781408884539 €8.25 ____
Bloomsbury
The first book in a laugh-out-loud
funny adventure series for 8+ readers
from popular radio personalities
Greg James and Chris Smith.

Demon Headmaster
Gillian Cross
9780192745743 €8.25 ____
Oxford Uni

More Than One Way to be a Girl
Dyan Sheldon
9781406363036 €7.99 ____
Walker

CHILDRENS

The Hawthorn Crown
Helen Falconer
9780552573443 €10.00 ____
Corgi Books

All the Ways the World Can End
Abby Sher
9781471406546 €9.50 ____
Hot Key

Hole in the Middle
Kendra Fortmeyer
9780349002750 €9.50 ____
Abacus

The Nearest Faraway Place
Hayley Long
9781471406263 €7.99 ____
Hot Key

When Dimple Met Rishi
Sandhya Menon
9781473667402 €9.50 ____
Hodder

Feisty, feminist and downright
different, Hole in the Middle is the
story of what happens when a girl who
is anything but 'normal' confronts a
world obsessed with body image and
celebrity.

A powerfully told story of the love
between two brothers in the aftermath of
a family tragedy

Told from the dual perspectives of two
Indian American protagonists, Dimple
is fighting her family traditions while
Rishi couldn't be happier to follow in
the footsteps of his parents. Could
sparks fly between this odd couple, or
is this matchmaking attempt doomed to
fail?

The Diabolic
S.J. Kincaid
9781471147159 €9.50 ____
S&S

Declaration of the Rights of Girls
Elizabeth Brami
9781910411278 €13.50 ___
Little Island

Learn to Draw Animals Pencil Set FS
Hinkler
9781488932793 €3.99 ____
Hinkler

Harry Potter: Magical Film Projection
Insight Editions
9781406377019 €13.50 ____
Walker
Using black line illustrations on framed
acetate pages, this enchanting book
allows fans to project their favorite
scenes from the Harry Potter films at
home with a flashlight.

Heartfelt, funny, clever YA fiction
to appeal to fans of Jandy Nelson,
John Green, Jennifer Niven and Ava
Dellaira

Funky 5 Pencil Set FS
Hinkler
9781488933752 €3.99 ____
Hinkler

Travels with My Sketchbook
Chris Riddell
9781509856565 €19.00 ____
Macmillan
After two years travelling the length and
breadth of the country, visiting schools,
libraries and festivals, and meeting
thousands of children, Travels with My
Sketchbook provides a glimpse of the
incredible journey Chris has been on
during his time as Children's Laureate.

Goldenhand
Garth Nix
9781471404467 €9.50 ____
Hot Key

CHILDRENS

Spellbook of the Lost and Found
Moira Fowley-Doyle
9780552571319 €9.50 ____
Corgi Books

Truth or Dare
Non Pratt
9781406366938 €9.50 ____
Walker

Show Stopper
Hayley Barker
9781407179674 €9.50
Scholastic

One stormy summer night, Olive
and her best friend, Rose, begin to
lose things. It starts with simple
items like hair clips and jewellery,
but soon it's clear that Rose has lost
something bigger; something she
won't talk about.

A powerful and touching novel about
bravery from the Guardian's "writer to
watch" Non Pratt, perfect for fans of
Rainbow Rowell, John Green and Holly
Bourne.

A dazzling, high-octane read filled with
death-defying acrobatics, circus crowds
with an appetite for disaster, and two
forbidden teenage lovers trying to escape
the shackles of their very different lives.

"My name is Harriet Manners, and I am
a geek." A brand new summer story
from the no. 1 bestselling and
award-winning GEEK GIRL series!

____

Sunny Side Up
Holly Smale
9780008195458 €6.99 ____
Harper Collins

One of us is Lying
Karen McManus
9780141375632 €9.50 ____
Penguin

Re-Born
Alex Scarrow
9781509811229 €8.70 ____
Macmillan

The Possible
Tara Altebrando
9781408885765 €10.00 ____
Bloomsbury

The Names They Gave us
Enermy Lord
9781408877814 €10.00 ____
Bloomsbury

Five students at Bayview High walk
into detention. Bronwyn, Addy, Nate,
Cooper, and Simon, the creator of
Bayview High's notorious gossip app.
Only, Simon never makes it out of
that classroom. Before the end of
detention, Simon's dead and it wasn't
an accident.

REBORN is the gripping sequel to
the apocalyptic thriller REMADE, by
bestselling author of the Timeriders
series, Alex Scarrow.

The Possible will twist the reader
round and round as it hurtles towards
a sensational climax. For lovers of We
Were Liars, Patrick Ness and Derren
Brown.

From the acclaimed author of When
We Collided comes a vibrant,
compelling story of love, loss, faith,
and friendship.

Juniper Lemon’s Happiness Index
Julie Israel
9780141376424 €9.50 ____
Penguin Books

*Mad Grandad and Mutant River
Oisin McGann
9781847179609 €6.99 ____
O’Brien Press

Order of Darkness
Philippa Gregory
9781471164255 €11.50 ____
S&S
A bind-up of the first three books in
bestselling author Philippa Gregory's
rich, dramatic, atmospheric Order of
Darkness series, launching a fantastic
new cover look!

Sam Hannigans’s Woof Week
Alan Nolan
9781847179197 €8.99 ____
O’Brien Press

